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Abstract

Fisheries regulations driven by environmental concerns would not only directly affect fisheries sectors but also tend to indirectly
influence other sectors through intersectoral input–output linkages. This paper examines both backward and forward linkages
of Hawaii’s fisheries sectors to the rest of the economy, and based on this evaluates the potential economic impacts of longline
fishing regulations in Hawaii. We find that Hawaii’s fisheries sectors have strong linkages to the rest of the economy; regulations
on them will thus have profound economic impacts.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Growing environmental concerns make it in-
reasingly difficult for fisheries to free-ride the
nvironment. Since environment is a public property,
sheries regulations are usually needed to limit neg-
tive environmental impacts of fishing activities. As
pposed to regulations for reducing over-fishing that

end to facilitate sustainable fisheries development,
sheries regulations driven by environmental concerns
end to constrain fisheries development by restraining

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 808 956 8562;
ax: +1 808 956 9269.
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fishing activities or making them more costly. The
fore, environmentally-driven fishery regulatio
should not only consider the social benefits of e
ronmental protection but also need to take into acc
potential economic costs sacrificed for such protec

Measuring economic impacts of fisheries r
ulations is not an easy task because while s
regulations would directly affect fisheries sect
being regulated, they also tend to indirectly influe
other sectors through intersectoral input–ou
linkages.

In this paper, we use Hawaii’s longline fishing r
ulations as a case study to demonstrate the u
input–output modeling to estimate the economic
pacts of fisheries regulations.
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Table 1
A profile of Hawaii’s fishing industry (1997)

Sectors Output
(US$ million)

Value-added
(US$ million)

Wage income
(US$ million)

Proprietor’s income
(US$ million)

Wage jobs Proprietor’s
jobs

Tuna longline 27.37 16.46 7.30 2.49 215 191
Swordfish longline 22.67 11.24 4.15 1.45 116 102
Small commercial boats 11.70 6.55 0.29 5.40 10 507
Charter boats 14.17 8.39 4.67 1.42 175 67
Expense boats 3.94 −0.32 0.00 −0.78 0 1008
Recreation boats 10.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0

Total fishing industry 90 42 16 10 516 1,875
Total Hawaii economy 58,660 38,537 21,626 2,088 615,545 126,686

Source: Hawaii 1997 input–output table (SMS, 2004).

In the next section, we first provide a brief profile of
Hawaii’s fisheries sectors and examine their linkages
with other sectors in Hawaii. Then in Section3, we esti-
mate the potential economic impacts of Hawaii’s long-
line fishing regulations intended to protect endangered
species. Finally, Section4 presents the conclusions.

2. Linkages of Hawaii’s fisheries sectors

Hawaii’s fishing industry is composed of six sec-
tors: tuna longline, swordfish longline, small commer-
cial boats, charter boats, expense boats, and recreation
boats (Table 1), among which tuna and swordfish long-
line, small commercial boats, and expense boats belong
to commercial or semi-commercial fishing1; whereas
charter boats and recreation boats are for recreational
purposes.2

Since sectors in an economy are interconnected
through input–purchases or output–sales, fisheries

1 Longline fisheries use >30 miles of surface-suspended mainline
to catch pelagic species (primarily tunas and swordfish) and rep-
resents around 80% of Hawaii’s commercial fisheries in terms of
output. Longline fishermen set their mainline differently based on
species targeted: gear is set shallow to target swordfish and deeper
for tuna (Pradhan et al., 2003). Accordingly, longline fisheries are
disaggregated into tuna longline and swordfish longline as two sub-
sectors in the 1997 Hawaii fishery input–output model (SMS, 2004).
As opposed to large longline vessels (greater than 35 ft in length) us-
ing mainline as the fishing gear, small commercial vessels (16–33 ft
in length) usually use handlining or trolling gears to fish mainly for tu-
n ii’s
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regulations would not only directly affect fisheries
sectors being regulated but also tend to indirectly in-
fluence other sectors in the economy through fisheries
sectors’ intersectoral “linkages”. Accordingly, the
impacts of fisheries regulations depend not only on
the size of fisheries sectors but also on the strength of
their linkages to non-fisheries sectors.

In the following, we examine the linkages of
Hawaii’s fisheries sectors to the rest of the economy.
The examination provides general information about
how fisheries production is linked to the production of
other sectors and the magnitude of such linkages.

2.1. Intersectoral input–output linkages: concept
and measure

A sector’s relationship with its upstream suppli-
ers through direct and indirect input–purchases is
often called its “backward” linkage, while its rela-
tionship with downstream demanders through direct
and indirect output–sales is called “forward” link-
age (Chenery and Watanabe, 1958; Hirschman, 1958).
For example, longline fisheries would need services
to keep their fishing fleets in good condition, while
firms that provide these services would need to pur-
chase materials from their suppliers in order to con-
duct these services. In turn, these suppliers would need
to purchase inputs from their own suppliers, and so
on. The aggregation of all such direct and indirect
i sh-
e rd,
l od
s ces
t sses.
as (Sharma et al., 2003), which represented around 20% of Hawa
ommercial fisheries in 1997. The expense boats sector com
ocal residents who use private boats for semi-commercial fish

2 Charter boats are used mainly by tourists for recreational
ng activities, while recreation boats are private boats used by
esidents for recreational fishing.
nput–purchasing relations constitutes longline fi
ries’ backward linkage. Similarly, but going forwa

ongline fisheries would supply fish products to fo
ervice industry, which would provide food servi
o hotel, entertainment places, or other busine
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The aggregation of all such direct and indirect output-
selling relations constitutes longline fisheries’ forward
linkage.

While the concept of linkage is straightforward, its
measure is nevertheless controversial (Cai and Leung,
2004). Here, we will follow the suggestion ofCai and
Leung (2004)to use Leontief supply-driven multiplier
as a backward-linkage measure and Ghosh supply-
driven multiplier as the corresponding forward-linkage
measure.3

These two standard linkage measures provide
general and complementary information about inter-
sectoral relationship. Sectors with large Leontief
supply-driven multipliers have strong backward
linkages, which implies that shocks on these sectors’
production would potentially have large impacts
on their upstream input suppliers. Symmetrically,
sectors with large Ghosh supply-driven multipli-
ers have strong forward linkages, which implies
that production shocks on them would potentially
have significant impacts on their downstream
demanders.

Based on the Leontief and Ghosh supply-driven
multipliers, backward and forward linkage indices
can be constructed to reveal sectors’ relative linkage
strength. A sector’s backward-linkage index is calcu-
lated by dividing its Leontief supply-driven multiplier
by the average Leontief supply-driven multipliers for
all the sectors. Thus, a backward-linkage index higher
than one implies that the sector has strong backward
l my.
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Table 2
Linkages of Hawaii’s fisheries sectors (1997)

Sectors Backward linkage Forward linkage

Measures Indices Measures Indices

Tuna longline 1.42 1.01 1.33 1.03
Swordfish longline 1.44 1.02 1.04 0.81
Small commercial boats 1.49 1.06 1.33 1.03
Charter boats 1.52 1.07 1.01 0.79
Expense boats 2.26 1.60 1.33 1.03
Recreation boats 2.15 1.52 1.00 0.78

2.2. Backward and forward linkages of Hawaii’s
fisheries sectors

Based on a 26-sector input–output model for
Hawaii’s economy in 1997 (SMS, 2004) we have com-
puted Hawaii fisheries sectors’ backward- and forward-
linkage measures and indices; the results are presented
in Table 2andFig. 1.

2.2.1. Backward linkages
The results show that all the six fisheries sectors have

relatively strong (above-average) backward linkages,
but their magnitudes differ.

The magnitude of tuna longline’s backward linkage
is 1.42, implying that US$ 1 of tuna longline produc-
tion is backward linked to 42¢ of the production of
its direct and indirect upstream suppliers. Thirty-one
cents of these 42¢ belong to tuna longline’s direct local
suppliers such as food processing, manufacturing, ser-
vices, etc., and the rest 11¢ belong to its indirect local
suppliers (e.g. the suppliers of its direct suppliers). The
magnitude of swordfish longline’s backward linkage is
1.44, implying that US$ 1 of swordfish longline pro-
duction is backward linked to 44¢ of the production of
its upstream suppliers (33¢ for its direct suppliers and
11¢ for its indirect suppliers).5

Small commercial boats and charter boats have
stronger backward linkages (1.49 and 1.52, respec-
tively) than longline fisheries. This mainly reflects the
fact that these two sectors rely relatively more on lo-
c nd
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p (9%).
inkage relative to other sectors in the econo
orward linkage indices can be calculated simil
y using the Ghosh supply-driven multipliers.4

3 One key feature of the supply-driven approach is to exa
he impacts of changes in sectors’production, as compared to th
emand-driven approach examining the impacts of changes i

or’s final demands, or the primary-input-driven approach exam
ng changes in sectors’primary inputs(Leung and Pooley, 200
apadas and Dahl, 1999). Since the Leontief model describes in
ectoral relations from an input–purchasing perspective,Cai and
eung (2004)suggest using the Leontief supply-driven multiplier
tandard backward-linkage measure. On the other hand, as theGhosh
1958)model captures inter-sectoral relations from an output-se
erspective, the Ghosh supply-driven multiplier is accordingly
ested as a standard forward-linkage measure.
4 A brief discussion on the derivations of the supply-driven m
liers and the construction of linkage indices is provided inAppendix
, and more detailed discussion can be found inCai and Leung

2004).
al suppliers. While the import content for tuna a

5 Although 50% of swordfish longline’s inputs are intermed
nputs (as opposed to 40% for tuna longline), swordfish longl
ackward linkage (1.44) is only slightly higher than that of t

ongline (1.42). This is because swordfish longline imports a hi
ercentage of its inputs (17%), much greater than tuna longline
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Fig. 1. Intersectoral linkages of Hawaii’s fisheries sectors (1997).

swordfish longline is respectively 17% and 9% of their
total inputs, that for small commercial boats and charter
boats is 7% and 3%, respectively.

Both expense boats and recreation boats have very
strong backward linkages (2.26 and 2.15, respectively).
This reflects the fact that the commercial value of fishes
caught by expense/recreation boat owners is usually not
sufficient to cover the expenses they spend in catching
these fishes—after all, such fishing activities are for fun
but not profit.

2.2.2. Forward linkages
Tuna longline, small commercial boats, and expense

boats have forward linkage indices higher than one,
implying relatively strong forward linkages,6 while

6 Having also above-average backward linkages, these sectors are
“key” sectors according to the linkage literature.

swordfish longline as well as recreation boats and char-
ter boats have relatively weak forward linkages (Fig. 1).

Tuna longline, small commercial boats, and expense
boats have similar forward linkages of 1.33, implying
that US$ 1 of each sector’s production is forward linked
to 33¢ of the production of its direct and indirect down-
stream demanders. In detail, for US$ 1 of the produc-
tion of tuna longline, 70¢ are sold directly for final
consumption, including 55¢ for local consumption and
15¢ for exports. The rest 30¢ are bought by tuna long-
line’s direct downstream demanders (e.g. hotels, eating
and drinking, food processing, etc.) and hence consti-
tute 30¢ of their production. Through the intermediate
sales of these direct downstream demanders, tuna long-
line can further contribute to 3¢ of the production of its
indirect downstream demanders.

As compared the other three commercial fisheries
sectors just discussed, swordfish longline has relatively
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small forward linkage of 1.04, implying that US$ 1 of
the production of swordfish longline is only forward
linked to 4¢ of its downstream demanders. This reflects
the fact that almost the entire swordfish production
(96.5%) are directly sold for final consumption,
including 6.5% for local consumption and 90% for
exports.

Both charter boats and recreation boats have fairly
small forward linkages, 1.01 and 1.00, respectively.
This should not be surprised because recreational ser-
vices provided by these two sectors are mostly sold
directly to final consumers (tourists or local residents).

3. Economic impacts of Hawaii’s longline
fishing regulations

Linkage analysis in the last section shows that
all the six fisheries sectors in Hawaii have strong
backward linkages, and most of Hawaii’s commercial
fisheries sectors (except swordfish longline) also have
strong forward linkages. Therefore, economic impact
assessment of fishing regulations should not be limited
to the fisheries sectors being regulated, but should
also consider the impacts on the rest of the economy
through intersectoral linkages. Following this line,
we will evaluate the economy-wide impacts of recent
longline fishing regulations in Hawaii.
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of Marine Conservationversus NMFS (D. Haw.)
Civ. No. 99-00152 DAE (CMC versus NMFS)]. As
a result, the Hawaii longline fishery for swordfish
(swordfishing or swordfishery in short hereafter) was
effectively banned in 2001, while tuna longlining was
kept alive because of its relatively smaller by-catch
impacts. Following the swordfishery shutdown, around
one-third of swordfish-targeting vessels shifted their
base from Hawaii to California; those who chose to
stay in Hawaii converted their boats to tuna longlining.

Under a subsequent reconsideration of the issue, the
swordfishing ban was replaced in 2004 by a restriction
on the level of swordfishing (days) and an upper annual
limit on turtle by-catch. That is, in any year, when pre-
determined limit for turtle interactions is reached, the
entire Hawaii swordfishery will be halted for the rest
of the year. This new regulation is expected to revive
Hawaii’s swordfishery sector; yet, the sector’s long-
term sustainability still depends on how well sword-
fishers can coordinate to internalize the externalities of
their individual swordfishing operations to the entire
sector. If effective coordination mechanisms cannot be
established, uncertainties involved in swordfishing un-
der the current regulatory framework may be prohib-
ited. The situation could become more complicated as
an upcoming swordfishing ban in California may lead
to the return of the swordfish-targeting vessels that have
left Hawaii after the 2000/2001 swordfishing ban.8

Designed for environmental benefits, the recent reg-
ulations placed on Hawaii’s longline fisheries would
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.1. Background

Since longline fishing (longlining)7 was first
ntroduced to Hawaii in 1917, Hawaii’s longlin
sheries have developed into a multimillion-do
ector, harvesting mainly swordfish (Xiphius gladius)
nd tuna (Thunnus albacaresandThunnus obesus) for

ocal, mainland U.S., and foreign markets. Howe
ts continuing existence has been brought into que
y recent regulatory changes due to environme
oncerns.

As longlining poses a potential danger to a
entally catching protected species such as m

urtles and seabirds, a series of environmental law
starting from February 1999) sought substan
estrictions on longlining in Hawaii [e.g.Center

7 Hereafter we refer to longline fishing as “longlining”.
evertheless take a toll on the local economy. As se
re interdependent, the impacts will go beyond lo

ine fisheries and influence the entire economy thro
nter-sectoral economic linkages.

Leung and Pooley (2002)is one of the earlier a
empts to estimate the impact of longline regulati
n Hawaii’s economy. Since the authors use the 1
awaii input–output model that treats longline fishe
s a single sector without providing disaggregated

ormation about swordfishing and tuna longlining, t
re only able to consider potential economic imp
f shutting down the entire Hawaii’s longline fisheri

In the 1997 Hawaii fisheries input–output mo
ecently developed by the National Marine Fishe

8 See the newspaper article “Longliners set to resume fishing
ules may test fleet’s ability to prosper” (by Will Hoover) inThe
onolulu Advertiser, March 13, 2004.
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Service’s Honolulu Laboratory (SMS, 2004), Hawaii’s
longline fisheries is disaggregated into tuna longline
and swordfish longline as two sub-sectors. This
disaggregation not only allows us to distinguish the
economic impacts of swordfishing from those of
the longline fishery as a whole, but also enables us
to take into account interactions between swordfish
longline and tuna longline. Besides, the 1997 model
also provides more updated information about the
structure of Hawaii’s economy than the 1992 model;
hence, estimations based on which tend to be more
accurate.

Therefore, with the 1997 table we now can conduct
a more refined assessment of the potential economic
impacts of recent changes in Hawaii’s longlining reg-
ulations.

3.2. Methodology

Based on the 1997 input–output model, we will esti-
mate counterfactually how longlining regulations could
have affected Hawaii’s economy in 1997.

The estimation includes two steps. We first consider
how longlining regulations could have directly affected
longline sectors (i.e. self impacts); then we estimate
how the self impacts could be spread to the rest of the
economy through intersectoral input–output linkages
(i.e. linkage impacts).

For the first step, we consider four scenarios. Moti-
vated by the 2000/2001 swordfishing ban, the first sce-
n se a
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p
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The third scenario is motivated by the recent 2004
longlining regulations that replace the 2000/2001
swordfishing ban with a restriction on swordfishing
effort. Under the new regulations, Hawaii’s swordfish-
targeting efforts will be limited to 2120 “sets” per
year,9 which amounts to about half of the swordfish-
ing capacity prior to the swordfishing ban. Since a
swordfishing ban is being implemented in California,
those swordfish-targeting vessels that left Hawaii after
the 2000/2001 swordfishing ban are expected to return
home. Taking these elements into consideration, we
consider a situation where swordfishing production
is reduced by 50%, yet tuna longlining production
increases by 10%. The 50% reduction in swordfishing
production captures the self impact of the new longlin-
ing regulations that restrict swordfishing efforts by
half. Suppose the other half of swordfishing capacity is
converted to tuna longlining, we assume that it would
increase tuna longlining production by 10%. This
assumption is based on the fact that with two-third of
swordfish-targeting vessels being converted into tuna
fishing after the 2000 swordfishing ban, the longlining
tuna catch has increased by around 15%.

Finally, the fourth scenario considers a complete
shutdown of the entire longline fishery. This scenario
provides information about the maximum potential
economic costs of longlining restrictions.

With the self impacts of longlining regulations spec-
ified in the first step, the second step is to estimate their
potential linkage impacts through both backward and
f

y
( es-
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A that
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t not
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d coeffi-
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ario considers a situation where regulations cau
omplete swordfishery shutdown, that is, swordfish
roduction becomes zero.

Following the 2000/2001 swordfishing ban, o
hird of swordfish-targeting vessels shifted their b
rom Hawaii to California; those that stayed in Haw
ere converted to tuna longlining. To take this sit

ion into account, in the second scenario we estim
he economic impacts of a swordfishing shutdown
ether with partial capacity shift from swordfishing

una longlining. Since tuna catch by Hawaii’s longl
sheries is increased by about 15% on average fo
ng the 2000/2001 swordfishing ban, we assume
wordfishery closure would increase the productio
una longlining by 15% through capacity shift. In su
he second scenario is a situation where swordfis
roduction becomes zero, whereas the productio

una longlining is increased by 15%.
orward linkages.
Similar to the method used inLeung and Poole

2002), we use a Leontief supply-driven model to
imate how changes in longline fisheries will aff
he rest of the economy through backward linkag10

n implicit assumption behind such estimations is

9 One set equals one day’s fishing per boat.
10 Being a special case of the “mixed exogenous/endogenous
bles” model discussed inMiller and Blair (1985, p. 325), the Leon

ief supply-driven model focuses on how an exogenous pro
ion shock on a sector (or sectors) would affect the productio
he rest of the economy through backward linkage. While it is
n issue for the empirical study here that is based on the H
997 fisheries input–output table,Steinback (2004)points out tha
pplying the mixed exogenous/endogenous technique to a “r
ade” input–output model (e.g. IMPLAN) can be computation
emanding, and suggests that setting the regional purchase
ients (RPCs) for exogenously impacted sectors to zero can s
antly reduce such computational complexity.
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longlining products can be perfectly substituted by im-
ports; hence changes in longline sectors will not affect
the businesses that use longlining products as inputs
(e.g. restaurants). Thus, while the estimations based on
the Leontief (supply-driven) model capture longline
sectors’ potential backward-linkage impacts on their
upstream suppliers, they nevertheless overlook the sec-
tors’ potential forward-linkage impacts on their down-
stream demanders.

A Ghosh supply-driven model can be used to esti-
mate longline sectors’ potential forward-linkage im-
pacts (Leung and Pooley, 2002). However, caution
needs to be taken in interpreting the results. Since a
stable output coefficient matrix (implicitly assumed by
the Ghosh model) is hardly consistent with produc-
tion reality, the interpretation of the Ghosh model as
a quantity model has been viewed as “implausible”
(Oosterhaven, 1988, 1989; Gruver, 1989). To interpret
the Ghosh model as a price model is more justifiable
theoretically (Dietzenbacher, 1997); yet, the underly-
ing assumption of fixed productions makes the price-
model interpretation less useful in impact evaluations
under most situations including the present analysis.

In light of these problems, we take the estimations
based on the Ghosh supply-driven model as infor-
mative yet indefinite measures of longline sectors’
forward-linkage impacts.11 The measures are informa-
tive in that they indicate how much of which sectors’
productions depend directly or indirectly on longlining
products as inputs. On the other hand, the measures
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Thus, rather than ignoring the potential forward-
linkage impacts of longlining regulations, we choose
to use the Ghosh supply-driven model to estimate how
much production in which sectors could potentially
be affected by longlining regulations through forward
linkages.

The technical details on using the Leontief and
Ghosh models to estimate the backward- and forward-
linkage impacts are provided inAppendix A. In the
following we present the results of our estimations.

3.3. Results

The aggregate economic impacts of longline fish-
ing regulations in the four scenarios are summarized in
Table 3.12

3.3.1. Scenario one: swordfishing shutdown
A complete closure of Hawaii’s swordfishery would

mean that the sector’s US$ 23 million output (0.085%
of the total output in Hawaii’s economy),13 US$ 11
million value-added (0.072%), US$ 5.6 million income
(0.065%), 218 jobs (0.232%), and US$ 0.67 million
state taxes (0.022%) would have been lost (in 1997
terms,Table 3).

In addition, through backward linkages, the closure
would have caused losses in the rest of the economy,
including US$ 9.9 million output (0.017%), US$ 5.7
million value-added (0.015%), US$ 3.3 million income
( ion
s e af-
f ole-
s

rd-
fi or-
w y af-
f .45
m in-
c mil-
l my.
T ood
s

vail-
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c .
re indefinite in that they do not reveal exactly h
hanges in the availability of longlining products w
ffect the production of the affected sectors. Th
ffected sectors could be kept intact by perfect im
ubstitutions, or they could be completely lost beca
f no substitutions, or somewhere in between. Or

mpacts could be more profound. For example, the
f affordable and fresh tunasashimicould have neg
tive impacts on the expansion of seafood restau

n Hawaii. To take these complications into acco
eeds more data than input–output tables can pro

11 We are aware of no standard input–output models that can
itely estimate forward linkage impacts. General equilibrium mo
re usually needed to estimate the “total” impact of output cha

n a sector (or sectors) on the rest of the economy. Such mode
lso not problem-free. They are not only data demanding bu

end to require unrealistic assumptions that could lead to misle
esults.
0.014%), 114 jobs (0.015%), and US$ 0.67 mill
tate taxes (0.022%). The most backward-linkag
ected sectors in the rest of the economy include wh
ale trade, manufacturing, and services.

The potential forward-linkage impacts of the swo
shing shutdown are relatively small. Through f
ard linkages, the shutdown could have negativel

ected US$ 0.86 million output (0.002%), US$ 0
illion value-added (0.001%), US$ 0.30 million

ome (0.001%), 15 jobs (0.002%), and US$ 0.05
ion state taxes (0.002%) in the rest of the econo
he most forward-linkage affected sectors include f
ervices, food processing, and hotels.

12 Information about detailed impacts on individual sectors is a
ble from the authors upon request.

13 In the remainder of the paper, without specified otherwise,
entage numbers in parentheses are in terms of Hawaii’s total
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Table 3
Economic impacts of Hawaii longlining regulations

Scenarios Impacts Output
(US$ million)

Value-added
(US$ million)

Wage income
(US$ million)

Proprietor’s income
(US$ million)

State taxes
(US$ million)

Wage
jobs

Proprietor’s
jobs

Swordfishing shutdown Self impact −22.67 −11.24 −4.15 −1.45 −0.67 −116 −102
Backward-linkage impact −9.93 −5.68 −3.03 −0.29 −0.67 −89 −25
Forward-linkage impact −0.86 −0.45 −0.29 −0.01 −0.05 −14 0

Swordfishing shutdown
with partial capacity
shift

Self impact −18.56 −8.77 −3.05 −1.08 −0.53 −83 −74

Backward-linkage impact −8.20 −4.69 −2.49 −0.24 −0.56 −72 −20
Forward-linkage impact 0.49 0.24 0.16 0.01 0.02 9 0

Swordfishing restriction
with capacity shift

Self impact −8.60 −3.98 −1.34 −0.48 −0.24 −36 −32

Backward-linkage impact −3.81 −2.18 −1.16 −0.11 −0.26 −33 −9
Forward-linkage impact 0.47 0.23 0.15 0.01 0.02 8 0

Longline fisheries
shutdown

Self impact −50.04 −27.71 −11.45 −3.94 −1.64 −331 −293

Backward-linkage impact −21.44 −12.30 −6.64 −0.67 −1.41 −200 −58
Forward-linkage impact −9.85 −5.05 −3.25 −0.15 −0.54 −167 −6
239
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3.3.2. Scenario two: swordfishing shutdown with
partial capacity shift

Accompanied by a 15% increase in tuna longlining
production due to partial capacity shift from sword-
fishery, the economic costs incurred by both self and
linkage impacts of swordfishery closure will be smaller
than the first scenario (Table 3).

Indeed, as tuna longline has a much stronger forward
linkage than swordfish longline, the forward-linkage
impacts of swordfishing shutdown in this scenario are
positive. Put plainly, as most of Hawaii’s swordfish is
for exports, swordfishery closure may not have much
impact on local restaurants, retail grocery, or other busi-
nesses. If any, these businesses might be able to benefit
from more tuna supply due to the capacity shift from
swordfishery to tuna longlining. Detailed impacts on
individual sectors show that the capacity shift could al-
most neutralize the negative forward-linkage impact of
swordfishing shutdown on hotels, while the outputs of
the eating and drinking sector and the food processing
sector could actually be increased by the swordfishing
shutdown.

3.3.3. Scenario three: swordfishing restriction
with capacity shift

Suppose swordfishing restrictions reduced sword-
fishery production by half, yet increased the tuna
longlining production by 10% in 1997; then its impact
on Hawaii’s economy would have been such as shown
by the second last row inTable 3.
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fisheries’ direct economic contributions (output,
value-added, jobs, etc.). Since tuna longline has a
relatively strong forward linkage, the closure of the
entire longline fisheries will potentially have both
significant backward- and forward-linkage impacts.
The most affected sectors through backward linkages
are wholesale trade, manufacturing, and services; and
the most affected sectors through forward linkages are
eating and drinking, hotels, and food processing.

4. Conclusions

Linkage analysis in this paper finds that Hawaii’s
longline and other fisheries sectors have strong eco-
nomic linkages to the rest of the economy, and hence the
economic impacts of longlining regulations would go
beyond the fisheries sectors being restricted. Therefore,
it is imperative for policymakers to take such linkage
impacts into account in decision making on longlining
(or other fishing) regulations.

Based on the Hawaii 1997 fisheries input–output
model, we have estimated the economic impacts of
longlining regulations in four counterfactual scenarios.
If the structure of Hawaii’s economy has not changed
much since 1997 (the updated model base year), these
estimates (including the magnitudes and percentages)
can provide approximate measures of the economic
impacts of the 2000/2001 swordfishing ban, the cur-
rent swordfishing restrictions which partially re-open
s own
o ical
c
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a nder
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c t al.,
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Not surprisingly, the self-impact economic los
n the situation are smaller than the case of a com
wordfishing shutdown; so are the backward-link
mpacts. The forward-linkage impacts in this situa
re similar to those in the case of swordfish
hutdown with capacity shift. This is because, w
reserving half of swordfishing output reduces
egative forward-linkage impacts of longlining re
lations, it also reduces the positive forward-link

mpacts due to the capacity shift from swordfishin
una longlining.

.3.4. Scenario four: closure of the entire longline
sheries

Had the longline fisheries been completely s
own in 1997, Hawaii’s economy would have be
ffected in such a way as shown by the last row
able 3. The self-impact losses would be longl
wordfishery, and the effect of a complete shutd
f the entire longline fishery (as a strictly hypothet
ase).

Since our focus here is on linkage impacts, we h
nly considered some simple interactions (i.e.
ssumed capacity shift) among fisheries sectors u

onglining regulations, which could actually be m
omplicated (Pradhan and Leung, 2004; Pradhan e
003; Sharma et al., 2003). For example, longlinin
egulations would not only affect longline fishe
hoices of fishing techniques and targeting specie
lso tend to influence their entry, stay, or exit decisi
herefore, in order to provide more accurate estima
f the long-term impacts of longlining regulations,

ure research should consider linking behavioral m
ls and input–output models to estimate the impac

onglining regulations on the sizes of longline fishe
ectors and the corresponding linkage impacts. Ano
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complication is interactions between fisheries sectors
that tend to compete for limited fisheries resources.
For example, tuna longlining expansion due to sword-
fishing ban or restriction could reduce the production
or value of production of small commercial boats
through competitive pressures; and similar negative
impacts could also happen to charter boats. To provide
more accurate impact evaluations, future research
should also take these complications into account.
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Appendix A

A.1. Leontief supply-driven multiplier as a
backward-linkage measure

( , re-
s x)
i(

w of
t the
b -
p cu-
l
s

L

where e is the summation vector. LSDi provides a
standard backward-linkage measure for sectori. For
the purpose of inter-sectoral comparison, sectori’s
backward-linkage index can be calculated by

LSDi

LSDi +∑
jLSDj

.

A.2. Ghosh supply-driven multiplier as a
forward-linkage measure

Partition the Ghosh input–output modelx′ = x′B+
w′ (x andw are the vectors of output and primary in-
put, respectively, andB is the direct output coefficient
matrix) into

(x′
i x′

j ) = (x′
i x′

j )

(
Bii Bij

Bji Bjj

)
+ (w′

i w′
j );

according to which the forward-linkage impacts of sec-
tor i’s one-unit output change (i.e.�xi = 1) on other sec-
tors can be calculated by�x′

j = Bij(I − Bjj)−1. Then,
sectori’s Ghosh supply-driven multiplier (denoted as
GSDi) is given by

GSDi = 1 + Bij(I − Bjj)
−1e,

which provides a standard forward-linkage measure for
sectori. For the purpose of inter-sectoral comparison,
sectori’s forward linkage index can be calculated by
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Partition the Leontief input–output modelx =Ax + f
x andf are the vectors of output and final demand
pectively, andA is the direct input coefficient matri
nto

xi

xj

)
=
(
Aii Aij

Aji Ajj

)(
xi

xj

)
+
(

fi

f j

)
,

here i denotes sectori, and j represents the rest
he economy. According to the partitioned model,
ackward-linkage impacts of sectori’s one-unit out
ut change (i.e.�xi = 1) on other sectors can be cal

ated by�xj = (I −A jj )−1A ji . Then, sectori’s Leontief
upply-driven multiplier (denoted as LSDi) is given by

SDi = 1 + e′(I − Ajj)
−1Aji,
GSDi

GSDi +∑
jGSDj

.

.3. Backward- and forward-linkage impacts of
onglining regulations

Partition the Leontief input–output model into

xi

xj

)
=
(
Aii Aij

Aji Ajj

)(
xi

xj

)
+
(

f i

f j

)
,

herexi is a 2× 1 vector with the two elements b
ng the outputs of swordfishing and tuna longliningxj
s a 24× 1 vector with the elements being other s
ors’ outputs. Based on this partitioned modeled,
ackward-linkage impacts of changes in the long

ng sectors on other sectors can be calculated b
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following formula:

�xj = (I − Ajj)
−1Aji�xi,

where�x′
i = (−22.67, 0) for the case of swordfish-

ing shutdown;�x′
i = (−22.67, 4.11) for the case of

swordfishing shutdown with capacity shift;�x′
i =

(−11.34, 2.74) for the case of swordfishing restriction;
and�x′

i = (−22.67, −27.37) for the case of the shut-
down of the entire longline fishery.

Similarly, based on a partitioned Ghosh model, the
forward-linkage impacts of changes in the longlining
sectors on other sectors can be calculated by the fol-
lowing formula:

�x′
j = �x′

iBij(I − Bjj)
−1
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